G. F. COOK APPOINTED TO LEAD BANJO CLUB

Position is Left Vacant by Resignation of A. S. Redway '23

THIRD CONCERT TONIGHT

G. F. Cook '23 has been appointed the new leader of the Banjo Club, filling the post left vacant by the resignation of A. S. Redway '23, who was chosen assistant leader, holding the position till the next appointent as leader.

G. F. COOK

Tenor of the club, took over the leadership of the club, playing both leads and middle part. Mr. Cook is a very promising young man, and was chosen assistant leader, holding the position till the next appointment as leader.

CONCERT GIVEN AT WATSFIELD

Inability to go on the Christmas trip and the presence of work caused the way to resign. The members of the Banjo Club had to go to see him leave, but he was unfortunately unable to continue with the work.

The third concert of the season will be given by the club at Watsfield on Thursday, the members of the club will be held at the Banjo Club, 4:30. The concert will be held at 8 o'clock, the managers of the club will be held at the Institute Club, 5:30.

The management wishes to announce that the club will be held at the Institute Club, 5:30.

New Bureau Completes Freshman Statistics

The recently created Information Bureau of the Technology Christian Education Association, has completed a statistical study of the freshmen class, which covers the present freshmen class and the results are now being released.

The study was made by the officers of the club, who have the distinction of ranking near the top as dangerous competitors in the college. The study was made under the direction of Mr. R. E. Rogers, who also supervised the study of the freshmen class.

FACULTY CLUB MEETING SCHEDULED FOR MONDAY

One of the Faculty Club's periods is devoted to discussions of the work of the club. The meeting will be held at 4:30 in the afternoon, and will be attended by all the members of the faculty.

The meeting will be held at 4:30 in the afternoon, and will be attended by all the members of the faculty.

The meeting will be held at 4:30 in the afternoon, and will be attended by all the members of the faculty.

December Technology Review is Out Today

Dr. A. W. Rowe '01 Writes on New Technology Forces in Rowing

The second issue of the Technology Review will be mailed to subscribers today. It will contain articles on the new technology forces in rowing, and will be mailed to subscribers today.

The second issue of the Technology Review will be mailed to subscribers today. It will contain articles on the new technology forces in rowing, and will be mailed to subscribers today.

The second issue of the Technology Review will be mailed to subscribers today. It will contain articles on the new technology forces in rowing, and will be mailed to subscribers today.

TALKEQUIAH, WASH.

November 24, 1922

We have been able to complete the work in the club in regard to the selection of D. A. Shepard '26, for the position of assistant leader. Mr. Shepard is a very promising young man, and has been chosen to fill the position of assistant leader.

MEMORIAL Pins From Officers
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